[Investigation of periodic distributions of amino acids in the sequences of fiber proteins of bacteriophage T4].
Sequences of amino acids of some fiber proteins may have a periodic structure. To analyze this periodicity Fourier transform of a mathematical image of symbolic sequence of amino acids in a protein is sometimes used. In this work we employed one (out of few possible) particular way of doing Fourier transform as the most straightforward and optimal. Employing this optimal Fourier transform method we analyzed periodicity of fiber proteins in bacteriophage T4. As a result we managed to confirm that a certain periodicity exists in the investigated proteins. It was found that for a number of proteins the alternation of elements of the same group in the amino acid sequence with a rather small period T = 15 exists, whereas for some other proteins alternations have small periods 10 and 8. The new result is a discovery of relatively large periods of amino acids alternations, which divide the amino acids sequence of the protein into 4 or 6 equal parts. These data on the amino acids periodicity allowed us to align amino acids sequences in accordance with the established periods of both types, in agreement with certain results obtained in X-ray crystallography and electron microscopy experiments.